
Lab 7 - Introduction to Python & Data Sampling
CSCE 4114 – Embedded Systems – Fall 2018

Tasks: You must complete the following tasks during the lab session:

1. Navigate to “https://colab.research.google.com/” and create a new python 3 notebook
Jupyter Python Notebooks are a browser based notebook that acts as an interpreter,
visualization, and narration of code. These are especially good at describing and
demonstrating how code works

2. Python is an interpreted language. Variables are created when they are initialized, and
are assigned a type with assignment. This means you can assign and reassign types to
variables implicitly.
Create new code block (called a cell), and create a variable called myVariable and
assign it to the integer value 5.
Run the cell by pressing the play button to the left of the cell.

3. Create a new block, and print the variable “myVariable” by print(myVariable)
Run this cell to see the value

4. Lists are created by comma separated items delimited by brackets. Create a list called
myList with five elements (e.g. myList = [1,2,3,4,5])
In the same code cell, type print(myList).
Run this cell.

5. Libraries can be included using the “import” keyword. Create a new cell that we will
use to import a few libraries. We will import the pylab library, and part of the scipy
library for reading wav files.
import pylab
from scipy.io import wavfile

6. We want to look at an analog signal, and use it to understand sampling and digital sig-
nals. Download the siren sound from http://soundbible.com/grab.php?id=1233&

type=wav, rename it as “siren.wav”, and upload to the notebook in the “files” toolbar
on the left side of the browser.

7. Create a new cell that we will use to read in the siren sound. Copy and paste the
following code:

sampFreq, siren = wavfile.read(’siren.wav’)

print("Sampling Frequency: " + str(sampFreq))

print("Number of samples: " + str(len(siren)))

The first line reads in the siren into two variables; sampFreq – the sampling frequency,
and siren – the actual sound. The sampling frequency of 48kHz means that the the
audio signal has 48,000 samples every second. The number of samples at 222,002 means
that 48kHz the signal lasts 4.625 seconds.



8. For the signal, we know that it has 222,002 samples, but it also has two channels (i.e.
stereo sound). We only need one of the channels, so we will select only the first channel
by using the following:

siren = siren[:,0]

This line sets the siren variable to the first channel. The shape of the original siren
variable was (222,002, 2). We want to select all of the original channel. The colon
operator is a delimiter telling the interpreter how to slice the channel. We could put
siren(0:1,0), which would give us only the first sample. Alternatively we could put
siren(1000:,0) which would return the first channel from sample 1000 until the end. A
single colon returns us the entire signal, and a 0 in the second place selects only the
first channel.

9. We now want to see what the signal actually looks like in the time domain. To do this,
we will use the matplotlib plot function, which has helpfully been included as “plot()”.

plot(siren)

This will create a line graph that looks similar to sound waveforms you have seen
before.

10. Let’s take a closer look at the signal to see what its actually composed of.

plot(siren[5000:7000])

From this view, you can see a complex mix of several different frequencies of sine waves.
Sounds are composed of combinations of frequencies. A person singing an ‘A’ note at
440Hz will have harmonic frequencies and a differing envelopes that are produced,
which is why two singers producing the same note can sound so different. A siren like
the police siren in this file have changing frequencies over time.

11. The signal that we are working with is a digital signal. However, the sampling frequency
and compression method allow a near perfect reconstruction to be made of the original
sound. For this lab, we will consider the sampled digital sound to be similar to the
analog signal.
Based on this, we want to start to look at individual samples.

sample = siren[5000]

print(sample)

This value – the amplitude – comes out at -9206. Humans perceive sound based on
variations in the amplitude of analog sound waves vibrating the ear drum, which in
turn vibrates fluid, which is detected by vibrations in the hairs inside the ears, and
converted to what we perceive as sound by neurons.



12. For this signal, the amplitude isn’t as important as the change in amplitude. This is
true for many signals, including how we perceive light, and is why it is often helpful
to consider what a signal looks like in the frequency domain. The mathematics of this
process are outside the scope of this course, but the process is called a Fourier Trans-
form. Performed in the discrete domain, this is called a Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT), with the fast implementation called the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Copy
and paste the following into a new cell:

freq_domain = fft(siren[5000:6000])

freqArray = arange(0, len(freq_domain), 1.0) * (sampFreq / len(freq_domain));

plot(freqArray[0:250],abs(freq_domain[0:250]))

The graph produces four spikes, one near 0, one near 1700, one near 2100, and one
near 3000. The first is often called the DC or bias, and is the sum of all samples in
the window (which is 1000 samples long). The others correspond to periodic signals
at those frequencies. If you change the index of the samples, you will see the peak
locations of the signal change. This is in response to the changing frequencies of the
signal.

13. Now we want to consider what frequency we actually need to reproduce the signal. We
know from Shannon’s theorem that it needs to be 2x the highest frequency.Let’s start
by resampling at 6kHz and see what sound is produced. Create a new cell and run the
following:

new_freq = 6000

num_samples = int((new_freq*222022)/sampFreq)

from scipy import signal

new_signal = signal.resample(siren,num_samples).astype(int16)

plot(new_signal)

The signal should look nearly identical to the orignal signal we plotted above.

14. Let’s output the signal to a wav file and listen to it. Create a new cell and run the
following:

fname = open(’data.wav’, ’wb’)

wavfile.write(fname,new_freq,new_signal)

Refresh the files window, and download “data.wav”, and listen to the signal. Did you
notice a difference? Let’s try reducing the sampling rate even further. Change new freq
= 6000 to be 3000 instead. Rerun the last two cells, download the data.wav file, and
listen to it. Notice a difference this time?



Lab Questions: Answer each of the following questions to the best of your ability. Use
the C manual, online class or reference resources, or the TA to assist if you do not know the
answer. Write these into a text document, and the TA must check off completion before you
leave lab.

1. What is the difference between analog and digital signals?

2. What is sampling?

3. What is a sample?

4. What is quantization?

5. What is amplitude?

6. How does the amplitude of a signal and the number of bits available to a converter
affect quantization levels?

7. What is the difference between the time domain and the frequency domain?

8. Why does it matter for your choice in sampling rates?



Lab Report: For the report, create a document with:

• A coversheet that has your name, ID, and lab section

• The answers to all 8 questions

• Save your jupyter notebook as a ‘.py’ folder, copy the resulting code, and add it to the
bottom of your report.

These documents should be uploaded through Blackboard to the TA before the beginning
of the next lab. Documents turned in after this deadline are subject to the course late policy.


